Abstract-Tracking and re-identification in wide-area camera networks is a challenging problem due to non-overlapping visual fields, varying imaging conditions, and appearance changes. We consider the problem of person re-identification and tracking, and propose a novel clothing context-aware color extraction method that is robust to such changes. Annotated samples are used to learn color drift patterns in a non-parametric manner using the random forest distance (RFD) function. The color drift patterns are automatically transferred to associate objects across different views using a unified graph matching framework. A hypergraph representation is used to link related objects for search and re-identification. A diverse hypergraph ranking technique is proposed for person-focused network summarization. The proposed algorithm is validated on a wide-area camera network consisting of ten cameras on bike paths. Also, the proposed algorithm is compared with the state of the art person re-identification algorithms on the VIPeR dataset [1].
I. INTRODUCTION

D
ISTRIBUTED camera networks pose several challenges to data analytics, including the large amount of video that needs to be communicated. Given the bandwidth and network constraints, de-centralized approaches taking full use of limited computational power in individual cameras have been gaining prominence [2] - [4] . Person tracking across multiple cameras is one of the preliminary steps in many distributed camera applications. However, due to varying lighting, complex shape and appearance changes, the performance of person tracking is still far from the ideal. To this extent, there have been several works in the past that perform clothing based re-identification to associate a person across multiple cameras to solve the tracking problem [5] , [6] .
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TMM.2015.2496139 ative to the entire image frame). Also, frequent exchange of raw image data to the central server imposes network bottlenecks and is not scalable for large networks. Existing approaches tackle the problem either with appearance based features alone or in combination with spatial-temporal information. However, appearance based features are insufficient for matching due to viewpoint, pose and lighting changes. Spatial-temporal information helps to an extent, and it requires complete knowledge of the network. Furthermore, existing approaches assume that global trajectories are available and accurate [7] , [8] . With the state-of-the-art person detectors and trackers, this is not a reasonable assumption.
In the context of tracking in a wide-area camera network, we envision that the human analyst would be interested in the following: 1) searching [see Fig. 1 (a)] people based on clothing colors and time interval; 2) re-identifying [see Fig. 1(b) ] a specific person of interest across the entire network using appearance and spatialtemporal information; and 3) summarizing [see Fig. 1(c) ] events using person-focussed non-redundant snapshots across the network. The above-mentioned tasks arise in several fields such as e-commerce (fashion) [6] , [5] , surveillance [9] , [10] . Towards this extent, we propose a distributed framework that enables users to re-identify person across multiple camera views, and provides a summary of persons's activity. At individual camera nodes, moving people are detected and tracked. Each camera sends an abstracted record consisting of appearance and spatial-temporal information per person to the central server. At the central server, a time evolving graph is built using tracklets. In our analysis, tracklets form the basic unit. Tracklets are represented using LAB space color histogram. We learn multi-view color drift i.e., unknown color based appearance transformation using annotated tracklets in the training set. During testing, a superpixel based person representation is used to associate a person across multiple views. Specifically, we use a graph matching algorithm that explicitly takes color drift patterns during the association. The proposed color drift aware person re-identification algorithm and the spatial-temporal topology information are used to build relationship between tracklets for the hypergraph model. Finally, we rank the nodes according to the query provided by the human operator based on re-identification and summarization criteria. The following are the main contributions of this work.
1) A data driven approach to learning color drift patterns in a large scale camera network with annotated training samples. We pose the problem of learning color drift as a distance metric learning and solve efficiently using Random Forest Distance (RFD) function that is inherently non-parametric and robust to imputations. 2) Given the color drift model, we propose a clothing context-aware appearance based association using a unified graph matching framework that explicitly takes color drift patterns into account for computing node-to-node similarity. More importantly, edge-to-edge similarity explicitly captures clothing appearance difference/context. 3) A hypergraph based representation for encoding contextual relationship. Hypergraph provides an efficient strategy to encode group relationship between tracklets for re-identification. Final candidate records are obtained by ranking nodes in the hypergraph. For summarization, we emphasize on diversity within the hypergraph retrieval. Extensive experimentation on a large scale camera network and person re-identification datasets.
II. RELATED WORKS
Person re-identification/recognition is a well studied topic in the computer vision literature. Satta et al. [11] provide a detailed review of appearance based descriptors for person re-identification. Sankaranarayanan et al. [12] discuss in detail about object tracking and recognition in smart cameras.
A. Smart Camera Networks
Javed et al. [13] assign globally unique ID for observations collected from remote cameras and associate objects based on appearance and spatial information. Existing multi-view object re-identification methods work by matching features across different views based on a best matching criterion. [8] learns brightness transfer function on a low-dimensional subspace for matching. In [7] , object's appearance and motion are jointly modeled. Arth et al. [14] used a PCA-SIFT based vocabulary tree in a camera network setup to re-identify objects. Gheissari et al. [15] proposed a triangulated model fitting to people that addressed association with articulation. Park et al. [16] proposed a similar system and they assumed fixed body configuration for extracting HSV based color features for matching.
Most of the appearance based methods fail due to viewpoint, pose and lighting changes. Prosser et al. [17] propose a Cumulative Brightness Transfer Function for mapping color between cameras located at different physical locations. Mazzeo et al. [18] compared different methodologies to evaluate the color Brightness Transfer Function for non-overlapping tracking. Ni et al. [2] introduced graph based models for object search and retrieval in camera networks. Xu et al. [3] implicitly introduced contextual links into a graph model but they do not use appearance based information. Sunderrajan et al. [4] explicitly modeled appearance, spatial-temporal and scene contexts into the graph model to improve the accuracy. This paper extends these by modeling color drift in such networks and including such contextual information within a graph ranking procedure for person re-identification tasks.
B. Person Re-identification
Zhao et al. [19] find salient regions in image patches and compute pairwise similarity between images. They do not account for varying lighting conditions and it may fail when object's appearance changes due to illumination changes. In [20] , authors proposed a saliency matching based structured RankSVM and it might fail when applied on a wide area-camera network with large lighting changes. In [21] , authors proposed a symmetry driven local features for pairwise matching. They computed Maximally Stable Color Regions, Weighted color histograms and Recurrent Highly Structured Patches over the symmetry regions for pairwise matching. Gray et al. [22] proposed a localized feature selection methodology through an ensemble learner. Kostinger et al. [23] proposed a large scale metric learning for recognition using equivalence constraints. Zheng et al. [24] proposed a probabilistic relative distance comparison for computing the distance metric for person re-identification such that the probability of getting a right match is greater than getting a wrong match. In [25] - [27] , person re-identification is modeled as a ranking problem and focus directly on improving the ranking scores. [28] provides a discriminative re-ranking strategy to improve the person re-identification accuracy. Compared to the above-mentioned algorithms, the proposed methodology provides a unified strategy for computing saliency based graph matching with distance learning using Random Forest Distance function.
C. Clothing Appearance-Aware Recognition
Clothing information provides a strong cue for re-identification when properly segmented. Gallagher et al. [5] perform clothing segmentation using a subset of labeled examples and recognize people. Compared to [6] , proposed methodology does not require explicit parsing of clothing and we leverage superpixel co-occurrence to match object appearance across views (clothing segmentation is difficult due to uncontrolled environment and partial occlusion in surveillance videos). Most of the existing approaches operate on controlled environments, hence, they cannot be directly applied to surveillance videos. Yang et al. [9] proposed clothing recognition in surveillance videos. Recently, Fulkerson et al. [29] demonstrated superiors results using superpixel neighborhood based representation for object localization.
D. Diverse Graph Ranking
In addition to the importance and relevance of the retrieved candidates, several works in the past stressed on diversity for summarization [30] - [32] . Grasshopper [30] algorithm is based on random walks with absorbing nodes. DivRank [31] uses a vertex-reinforced random walks to improve the diversity and it does not guarantee relevance. MRSP [32] proposed a manifold ranking algorithm with sink points to emphasize diversity. However, all these methods operate on pairwise relationship based graphs and group relationship is not explicitly taken into account. We propose a diverse ranking with hypergraphs that explicitly encode group relationship into the graph model and emphasize on relevance, importance and diversity in a unified manner.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section III gives a brief overview about the proposed methodology. Section III-A2 explains the manner in which multi-camera color drift pattern is learned and color drift aware appearance matching. Section III-B presents spatial temporal topology modeling. Section IV gives a detailed information about hypergraph based ranking. Section V presents experimental results from a real 10-camera outdoor network and VIPeR datasets. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Consider a camera network with distributed and static cameras. We assume that the entire network is time-synchronized and no calibration information is available. At each camera node, a background subtraction based tracker is used to segment foreground pixels and automatically detect moving objects (pedestrians and bikers) using connected component analysis [33] . Each camera assigns a unique local ID to every person and sends an abstracted record consisting of: camera ID, timestamp, person's bounding box on the image plane and the person's image data (obtained from the frame with the maximum person area) to the central server. The central server builds a time-evolving hypergraph with a decaying memory using the observations obtained from remote cameras. Let and be appearance and spatial-temporal topology based similarity matrices where and are tracklet/node indices. In the following we describe appearance based similarity computations by explicitly modeling color drift patterns. Then, spatial-temporal weighting using network topology. Given this setup, we envision that the central server could be queried to infer network events and provide a smart summarization. An example query would be "Find people wearing green shirt and grey shorts in camera 8 between time 9:32am and 9:34am".
We leverage superpixels defined over clothing regions to improve the robustness of appearance based matching. Most importantly, existing approaches do not explicitly model color drift patterns and they are not applicable for multiple views. We propose a unified framework for matching person's appearance between multiple views by explicitly modeling color drifts in a discriminative manner. We model spatial-temporal topology using ground truth associations and build a hypergraph representation for modeling relationships. We pose the problem of person re-identification as hypergraph ranking. Finally, we pro- pose a diverse hypergraph ranking algorithm for summarization. Table I summarizes the notations used in this paper.
A. Appearance Modeling 1) Dense Color Histogram: For every moving person, a multi-dimensional (
) LAB color histogram is extracted. A patch size of is sampled on a grid with a step size of 4 pixels. We used 32-bins in L, A and B channels respectively. Also, we down-sampled the image into 3-levels with scaling factors of 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0. Finally, we average pool the -normalized dense color histogram to represent regions. Each person bounding box is divided into three regions (1/8 for head, 3/8 for torso and 4/8 for legs) and dense color histogram for torso and legs are extracted for learning color drift pattern. In addition to dense color histogram, we compute culture color histogram for indexing top and bottom portions of the person [34] . The following subsections explain the manner in which color drift patterns are learned in a non-parametric manner using ground truth associations. Finally, color drifts patterns are automatically transferred for appearance matching.
2) Learning Multi-View Color Drift Patterns: During the training stage, we assume that ground truth associations between tracklets in two different views are available. Let and be dense color histograms computed for torsos of people and respectively (similarly, and are computed for legs of people). Euclidean distance provides a simple method for computing distances and it is often insufficient for capturing the underlying data representation. Traditionally, Mahalanobis based distance metric is used for learning a globally optimal metric based on the equivalence constraints [23] , [35] , [36] . It is limited in its capacity to capture complex data representation and it is computationally inefficient as the dimension of data increases. To overcome this, several multi-metric techniques have been proposed [37] , [38] and they are often affected by the memory storage complexity since the matrixes need to be stored per point or the subset of points. In contrast, Random Forest Distance function [39] provides a non-parametric and non-linear distance metric that achieves the efficiency of both global and multi-metric techniques.
Given the set of training pairs with equivalence constraints i.e.
, we learn a distance metric using the Random Forest Distance function: A set of similar (label 1) and dis-similar (label 0) samples are generated from the training set. Dissimilar samples are generated by randomly pairing color descriptors from different persons. A random forest classifier is trained using the training samples from similar and dis-similar sets and the color drift probability is given by (1) where is the number of trees (in our experiments we set ) and is the classification output of the tree (similar vs dis-similar). The above-mentioned strategy provides a simple yet powerful technique for modeling color drift patterns in surveillance scenarios wherein pixel-wise multi-view correspondence is not possible. Also, the RFD method scales well for increasing dimensionality compared to Kernel Density Estimation and they are inherently non-linear.
3) Salient Superpixel Graph: During the testing stage, we over-segment torso and legs regions of tracklets into several non-overlapping segments using SLIC superpixel algorithm [40] . Let be the set of superpixels for the th tracklet where is the superpixel index. We represent the superpixels using dense color histograms and choose top superpixels based on the saliency. We compute pairwise feature distance between superpixels and order the median-th distance in the increasing order and choose the top superpixels. We define a complete graph over the salient superpixels where is the set of superpixel nodes such that and is the set of edges defined between superpixels. Similarly, we define a complete graph for the th tracklet in a different view with superpixel nodes ( where is the superpixel index). Fig. 2 highlights the salient superpixels obtained with sample images on the VIPeR dataset.
4) Clothing Context-Aware Appearance Matching:
We propose a novel clothing context-aware appearance based association using a graph matching framework. Let be the global affinity matrix that defines node and edge affinities such that and and otherwise (2) where encodes node-to-node similarity. For computing node-to-node similarity, color drift pattern is taken into account and it is given by (3) where and are LAB space color histograms extracted over superpixel regions.
encodes edge-to-edge similarity and takes clothing context into account. Edge is represented by a feature difference vector computed using culture color histograms of nodes and i.e., . Similarly, edge is represented by feature difference vector . By this, we capture clothing context aware edge representation i.e., edge between torso and leg superpixels captures clothing difference.
is given by if (4) where is the indicator function. Intuitively, equals one when the difference histogram matches exactly. Let be a Fig. 3 . Clothing context-aware appearance matching. Superpixel nodes in top and bottom clothing are marked by green and yellow dots, respectively. Nodeto-node matching between two views is marked by a solid white arrow and it takes color drift into account. Edge-to-edge matching between two views is marked by a dashed white arrow and it takes clothing context into account.
binary vector such that iff superpixel nodes and match. For one-to-one matching, we constrain and . The appearance based weighting is obtained by solving the graph matching cost (5) where the affine constraint enforces one-to-one matching constraints. Equation (6) could be formulated as a maximization of Rayleigh quotient under affine constraint and computed using spectral methods. Interested readers refer to [41] for more details. Given the pairwise superpixel correspondence based on graph matching, we compute the appearance based weighting using the node-to-node similarity (6) where is the matching superpixel index in graph obtained by graph matching. Fig. 3 illustrates clothing context-aware appearance matching.
5) Computational Complexity:
The total complexity of graph matching is proportional to the number of non-zero elements in . Let and be the number of edges in graphs and respectively. The complexity is given by for full matching. For surveillance videos, people appear relatively small and hence number of superpixels is also small.
B. Spatial-Temporal Topology Modeling
For a fixed camera network, spatial-temporal topological information provides a strong cue for association. However, pedestrians exhibit irregular motion patterns in different parts of the scene. We leverage trajectories of historical motion patterns to model the relationship between different regions in the image plane on a given view with respect to other camera views. At the training stage, we assume that ground truth associations between person trajectories in multiple views are available. For every pair of camera views, we use ground truth trajectories to estimate the spatial-temporal density for modeling motion of the -th person from a given location, , on the image plane of -th camera view to the location, , on the image plane of -th camera view within a time delay (person and are associated using ground truth and is the time index). At -th camera view, we build a five dimensional model from a set of training samples where , and is the number of ground truth trajectories in the -th view. As a pre-processing step, we perform whitening transformation on the training data and project it on to a lower dimensional sub-space using PCA (in our experiments, we used a four dimensional sub-space).
A mixture of Gaussians is used to model the spatial-temporal distribution between every pair of camera views. We set the number of Gaussians, , using a non-parametric distortion method [42] . Expectation maximization algorithm is used for learning the mixture model. Spatial-temporal topology based graph weighting, , is given by (7) where , , and are component index, weight, mean and co-variance respectively. The proposed spatial-temporal topology modeling relies on the training data to predict motion patterns in different parts of the scene. The proposed approach differentiates motion in bike paths when compared to non-bike paths. Also, it differentiates biker's motion with respect to walking pedestrians by learning a separate Gaussian component for the mixture model. During unseen motion pattern, appearance based matching plays an important role. Over the time, spatial-temporal topology is updated with the new information. Fig. 4 illustrates the spatial-temporal topological model for a pair of camera views.
IV. HYPERGRAPH REPRESENTATION
A pairwise simple graph is insufficient to represent relationship between vertices. In multi-graph based representation, multiple edges are constructed between two vertices. In hypergraph based person re-identification, multiple edges are constructed between three or more vetices. Also, a hypergraph accounts for relationship between three or more vertices containing local grouping information and also models higher order relationship between vertices. Compared to [4] , we implicitly introduce group relationship between tracklets using hypergraph representation. A hypergraph contains a set of vertices defined as a weighted hyperedge; the magnitude of hyperedge weight denotes the probability of a vertex belonging to the same cluster. Also, in the proposed approach, a pair of relationship is available between every two nodes i.e., appearance and spatial-temporal. Conventionally, weights are averaged to form a simple graph or multiple edges are formed between two nodes to create a multi-graph. However, in this paper, we propose a novel network wide hypergraph representation such that for every vertex , we create a pair of hyperedges, , using k-nearest neighbors based on appearance and spatial-temporal weighting matrices (see Fig. 5 ) and co-occurring people within the same camera view (in our experiments, we set threshold for co-occurring people to 5 seconds) where is the diagonal hyperedge weight matrix. A probabilistic hypergraph is represented using a incidence matrix such that if otherwise (8) where denotes the probability that node belong to edge (computed using the similarity between the centroid node and ). Let be the hyperedge weight and be the degree of the node . For a hyperedge , let be the edge degree. Given the diagonal matrix of vertex degrees ( ), hyperedge degrees ( ) and hyperedge weights matrix ( ), in the following subsection we explain the manner in which the user query is used to rank items based on hypergraph ranking framework proposed in [43] that effectively minimizes the cost function given by (9) , shown at the bottom of the page, where is the ranking score. Intuitively, by minimizing the cost function, vertices sharing many hyperedges obtain similar ranking scores.
A. Hypergraph-Based User Query Ranking
Consider the query "Find people wearing green top and grey bottom in camera 8 between time and " [see Fig. 1(a) ]. In the database, each tracklet is indexed with a metadata consisting of top and bottom clothing colors (computed using dominant component in culture color histogram) and corresponding timestamp. The proposed system will retrieve those tracklets that are closely related to the supplied query. Given the set of matching nodes, , and be the number of matching nodes, the system assigns uniform matching scores (positive labels) for those nodes in the query set, i.e. if otherwise (10) where is the preference/label vector. For similar appearance and spatial-temporal searching [see Fig. 1(b) ], user supplies a query similar to find "Find all people related to the selected person at region from camera C at time ", which corresponds to th node in the hypergraph. The preference vector is set as with all other entries set to 0. Given the preference/label vector, , Algorithm 1 that minimizes cost function in (9) is used to rank items based on relevance. Finding the ranking score is equivalent of solving the linear equation and . is the regularization parameter that forces the ranking score to approach initial labeling .
Algorithm: 1 Ranking camera observations using Hypergraph Ranking
Input: Hyperedge weight matrix ( ), vertex degrees ( ), hyperedge degrees ( ) and preference vector ( ). Output: Top-ranked vertices . 1: Compute 2: Given the initial label vector, , compute ranking scores 3: Rank items according to their ranking scores, , in descending order.
(9)
B. Hypergraph Ranking With Diversity for Network Summarization
In addition to finding relevant candidates, a good ranking algorithm needs to avoid redundant candidates. There are several algorithms proposed to improve the diversity of the retrieved candidates within pairwise graph relationships. Diverse ranking algorithm within group relationship (hypergraphs) is still unexplored. We introduce hypergraph ranking with absorbing nodes in this paper. We propose an iterative algorithm that turns ranked (relevant) points into absorbing nodes at every iteration and repeat (Algorithm 2). Algorithm 2 computes the ranking score in an iterative manner, i.e. (11) where is an identity matrix and is the iteration index. Equation (11) converges to the ranking scores obtained by the analytical solution i.e.
(see the proof of convergence in Appendix A). Absorbing nodes are points that take a minimum ranking score (zero in our case) during the ranking process. Therefore, these absorbing nodes prevent ranking scores from spreading to the neighbors. This prevents the redundant candidates from attaining higher ranking scores.
Algorithm: 2 Hypergraph Ranking with Absorbing Nodes
Input: Hyperedge weight matrix ( ), vertex degrees ( ), hyperedge degrees ( ) and preference vector ( ). Output: Top-ranked vertices . 1: Initialize the absorbing node set 2: Initialize the set of points to be ranked with the set of nodes in the graph. 3: Compute 4: while do 5: Iterate until convergence where and is diagonal indicator matrix with -entry equal to zero if the item belongs to the absorbing set . 6: Rank points according to their ranking scores . 7: Pick top ranked points and turn them into new absorbing nodes by moving them from to . 8: end while 9: Return nodes in the order in which they were selected into from .
C. Computation Complexity of Hypergraph Ranking
The direct minimization of the cost function defined in (9) scales as . Whereas, the iterative process [ (11)] would reduce the cost to .
V. EXPERIMENTS
The proposed methodology is evaluated on a wide area camera network consisting of ten cameras along a university bike path and publicly available VIPeR dataset [1] . VIPeR dataset is captured by two cameras in an outdoor environment containing two images of the same person in two different viewpoints. It contains 632 pedestrian pairs and images are normalized to for the experiments. People undergo significant viewpoint, pose and illumination changes. This is one of the difficult person re-identification datasets and it reflects most of the real world challenges.
For the university dataset, Linksys wireless IP cameras (WVC2300) are used to record videos (640x480, approximately 20 frames per second with a variable frame rate) for approximately 30 minutes (09:30:00 AM to 10:00:00AM) during a busy school day. This is a challenging dataset wherein most of the off-the-shelf person detection and tracking algorithms fail due to the following reasons:
1. illumination variations: video feeds are captured at different locations wherein lighting changes abruptly within a few seconds; 2. large object scale variations: object scale varies vastly within a given period of time. Object size varies from 10's of pixels to a few 100 pixels; and 3. wireless packet losses: Captured data is corrupted by wireless packet losses and the quality of video does not remain constant.
A. Comparison Metrics
We use Cummulative Matching Characteristics curve (CMC) [44] to compare person re-identification algorithms in VIPeR dataset. For camera network dataset, we use scope v/s recall to compare graph based ranking algorithms for search and retrieval. Finally, we compare diverse graph ranking algorithms using the mean average precision and recall based on the summarization criterion defined with respect to the given ground truth data.
B. Multi-Camera Person Search and Re-identification
In first set of experiments, we compare the proposed hypergraph based implicit context representation with explicit context representation proposed in [4] . Fig. 6 shows the retrieval results for two different searching queries. Fig. 7 shows the scope v/s recall for the implicit, explicit and combined modeling for the university bike-path dataset. The combined weight matrix is obtained by averaging appearance and spatial-temporal weight matrices. We used hypergraph ranking for the combined modeling. In all our experiments, we set the number of nearest neighbors in hypergraph construction to 5 and the hypergraph parameter . As seen in the figure, the proposed methodology outperforms the explicit and combined contextual modeling for the following reasons: a) Hypergraph representation provides a higher order contextual information whereas [4] provides only explicit contextual information through pair-wise relationship. b) Also, the appearance context proposed in [4] suffers from color drift and the proposed methodology explicitly models the color drift using Random Forest Distance function. c) With combined modeling, the importance of appearance and spatial-temporal information is lost during averaging.
C. Improvements due to Clothing Context
We use the VIPeR dataset to test the accuracy of the proposed clothing context-aware person re-identification algorithm. We randomly split the dataset into training and testing sets as described in [21] . Fig. 8 shows the comparison between the proposed person re-identification algorithm with respect to SDALF [21] and ELF [22] . Compared to SDALF and ELF, we use only color based features to model the appearance and outperform on most part of the curve. As shown in Fig. 8 , the proposed approach outperforms SDALF and ELF in terms of CMC ranking scores due to the following reasons: a) We explicitly model the person saliency using the saliency graph and perform graph matching to find the matching candidate superixels. SDALF computes symmetry regions that might not accurately align during large pose variations. b) Feature variations (clothing context) between superpixel regions is explicitly modeled. Whereas, SDALF does not model feature variations between symmetry regions during the pairwise matching. c) ELF performs feature accumulation on the entire image for pairwise matching, neither feature variations nor saliency is taken into account during the pairwise matching.
D. Improvements due to Learning Color Drift
The proposed color drift computation is related to distance metric learning in the machine learning literature. Towards this extent, Fig. 9 compares the proposed approach with distance metric based person re-identification algorithms such as KISSME [23] , ITML [36] , Mahalanobis, Identity (Euclidean), LDML [45] and LMNN [35] . We randomly split the VIPeR dataset into training (474 image pairs) and testing (158 image pairs) sets. As shown in the figure, Random Forest Distance function based distance metric-learning outperforms other distance metric learning methodologies due to the following reasons: a) RFD is non-parametric and it does not make assumptions about the underlying data model and hence it provides inherently a non-linear model. b) RFD scales very well for high-dimensional data ( in our case) compared to other Mahalanobis distance based methods. c) More importantly, RFD learns both locally and globally optimal distance metric by taking the position of the data point into account. Figs. 10 and 11 show the comparison between the proposed algorithm with and without learning color drift using RFD for the university bike-path and VIPeR datasets respectively. As shown in the figure, learning color drift performs better for the majority of the ranking scores. For the VIPeR dataset, learning color drift marginally improves the overall accuracy since there is no considerable viewpoint changes compared to the university dataset wherein the color drift patterns drastically improves the accuracy.
E. Comparison With Graph Ranking Algorithms
In this set of experiments, we compare with some of the state of the art graph ranking algorithms such as Manifold Ranking (MR) [46] , Similarity Ranking (SR) and PageRanking (PR) [47] with an emphasis on relevance. Fig. 12 shows comparison between various graph ranking algorithms. For pair-wise graph ranking algorithms, the overall weight matrix is obtained by averaging appearance and spatial weight matrices. As seen, the proposed hypergraph based modeling outperforms other graph ranking algorithms in the university dataset due to the local grouping information in hypergraph that is missing in pair-wise matching based graph ranking algorithms.
F. Emphasis on Diversity for Network Summarization
In this set of experiments, we compare the proposed Hypergraph ranking with absorbing (HRAN) with different graph-based ranking algorithms such as Grasshopper (GH) [30] , Manifold ranking with sink points (MRSP) [32] that emphasize on diversity. We formulated our evaluation of the summarization results based on the following insights that mainly focus on re-identification, topology and common activity between people:
1. How many camera views that the target passed? 2. How many co-occurring people that traveled with the target? 3. How many people traveled through the marked location within a temporal window? 4. What is the estimated time-delay between two camera views? Given the ground truth of the target and its co-occurring people across multiple views, we use mean average Precision and Recall within a scope of 10 to evaluate different queries. By limiting the scope to 10, we are able to verify the "diversity" and "importance" of retrieved snapshots with respect to summarization task. Table II shows the mean average precision and recall with corresponding F-measures. As seen in Fig. 13 , with the retrieved items for HRAN, a network analyst would be able to answer questions posed with respect to the summarization criterion compared to items retrieved by MRSP and GH. Also, HRAN outperforms MRSP and GH due to the following reason: a) Co-occurring people are implicitly 
G. Effect of Parameters
In this set of experiments, we test the efficacy of various parameters used in the proposed algorithm on university bike-path dataset. Fig. 16 compares different components in the proposed algorithm for 25 different queries in University bike-path dataset. As seen in the figure, without clothing context and color-drift based appearance matching, average recall drops the most since the clothing-context with color-drift model helps in varying lighting conditions. Without spatial-temporal context, the average recall drops marginally since the spatial-temporal context is more meaningful for the cameras with overlapping field of views and approximately similar direction of sensing. Fig. 17 shows the overall mean average recall (mean recall for 25 different queries averaged over 10 different scopes i.e. [5] , [10] , [15] , [20] , [25] , [30] , [35] , [40] , [45] ) for different values of . Similar to [43] , performs the best in the university dataset. Fig. 18 shows the overall mean average recall for different number of neighbors used to create the hyperedge. As the neighbors increase more than 5, the mean average recall drops. This could be due to the following: a) Due to the irregular and low lighting conditions, many people appear similar in the given metric space and hence accuracy drops down when disparate people combine to form an hyperedge. b) At any point of time, there are not more than 3 -5 co-occurring people in a given scene. Fig. 19 shows the overall mean average recall for different number of trees in RFD function for learning color drift. As seen, the overall accuracy attains the maximum when . With the training pairs of dimension 576 (288-dimensional LAB color histogram), under-fit the color drift distribution and over-fit the color drift distribution. Fig. 20 shows re-identification results obtained in ViPeR dataset.
H. Graph Size and Efficiency
At the central server, we build a time-evolving graph using the tracklets received from different camera views and it grows over the time. In our network analysis, the graph consisted of 288 nodes with 576 hyperedges. For memory optimization, we delete nodes that were added before a certain period of time (say 2 hours) and re-organize the graph. Also, we can neglect the connectivity between the nodes from distant camera views. The complete system (Appearance Modeling + Spatial-Temporal Modeling + Hypergraph Representation) took 0.70 seconds per query on average (based on 288 queries in the University Bike Path Dataset) to run on MATLAB with 2.6 GHz and 16 GB RAM. For this evaluation, we assume that hypergraph representation is already computed.
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed a novel color drift and clothing context-aware person search and re-identification method for a wide-area camera network with an emphasis on summarization. The proposed methodology is validated with extensive experiments on some real-world large-scale camera network dataset with 10 cameras along the university bike path. We showed significant improvements over state-of-the-art distance metric based appearance matching and graph ranking techniques. Furthermore, the proposed clothing context-aware person re-identification algorithm is compared with the state-of-the-art person re-identification algorithms in VIPeR dataset.
APPENDIX CONVERGENCE OF ITERATIVE HYPERGRAPH RANKING
Using the iterative ranking score given by (12) We have (13) Let be the similarity transformation of such that (14) Therefore, and have the same eigenvalues. By Gershgorin circle theorem, we then have (15) where is the largest eigenvalue of . Hence, eigenvalues of is not more than one. Since and , we have (16) and (17) By substituting equations (16) and (17) in equation (13), we have (18) ACKNOWLEDGMENT The views and conclusions contained in this document are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as representing the official policies, either expressed or implied, of the Army Research Laboratory or the U.S. Government. The U.S. Government is authorized to reproduce and distribute reprints for government purposes notwithstanding any copyright notation.
